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Veranda units
Rearing units with verandas. Raised off the ground for optimal partridge-rearing conditions.

  Standard features
+  Rearing units available in a range of sizes: 8’x8’ (350-450 

birds), 12’x12’ (800 birds), and modular sheds (2,000 birds 
upwards), along with a choice of veranda sizes.

+  Rearing units and verandas all raised 2’ from the ground. 
Rearing shed built on 6’x1’ boards.

+  Manufactured with a treated timber frame and a raised 
platform floor. Sides clad with hot dipped galvanised 
hexagonal wire.

+  Shiplap finish available as an option.

  Essential info

400 birds 
and upwards 
(dependent on 
size ordered)

No. of birds: 
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Price options
Decription Unit Price

8’x8’ rearing unit with 16’ veranda - footprint 24’x8’ (up to 450 birds) £920

8’x8’ rearing unit with 24’ veranda - footprint 32’x8’ (up to 450 birds) £1,060

8’x8’ rearing unit with 24’ veranda and Shiplap finish - footprint 32’x8’ (up to 450 birds) £1,200

12’x12’ rearing unit with 36’ veranda - footprint 48’x12’ (up to 900 birds) £2,400

12’x12’ rearing unit with 36’ veranda and Shiplap finish - footprint 48’x12’ (up to 900 birds) £2,600

Modular shed (2,000 birds+) POA

   Full Spec

Size: 

8’x8’ rearing shed with 16” veranda or 24’ veranda

12’x12’ rearing shed with 36’ veranda

19’x24’ rearing shed with any size veranda

Rec. no. birds per unit: TBC on size ordered.

Cost per sq foot: TBC on size ordered.

Construction: Treated timber frame, clad with hexagonal wire.

Roof:  Shelterflex.

Openings: TBC on size ordered.

Flooring: 1” x 1/2” weld mesh floor on 6’x2’ frames with 3’x2’ beam every 2’.

Insulation: N/A

All prices shown exclude VAT and delivery charges.

We know how important it is you get your order on time. That’s why we’ll agree a delivery date that works for you from the quote stage 
onwards, which we’ll stick to.

   Delivery


